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Ultimate Triumph of
Democracy Predicted
By Thomas Mann

MAN ABOUT MANHATTAN

The ultimate triumph of democracy over fascism is predicted by Dr. Thomas Mann, exiled
Nobel prks - "d'inBiBgr German
novelist, in his newest book,
which has just been announced
for immediate publication by
Alfred A. Knopf.
Dr. Mann's new book will be
entitled "The Coming Victory of
Democracy," and, according to
his publisher, it consists of a
slightly abbreviated form of the
test of the lecture he delivered
on hia coast-to-coast toar early
this year. In It, Dr. Mann makes
an examination of the conflict
between democratic and fascist
ideas In the "world of today and
states his faith in the eventual
triumph of democracy.
At the commencement exer-.
cieea at Columbia University
last week Dr. Mann was awarded the honorary degree of doctor of letters, and in his citation,- read by Pres., Nicholas
Murray Butler, he was characterized as the "author of essays
and novels which have taken
their place in the very front
rank of the world's contemporary literature."
Several weeks ago, Dr. Mann
was honored with the Cardinal
Newman award hy the University of Illinois.
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Former Chancellor Kurt Schuschnigg Retieah Himself as a Sincere Idealist
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"The Evolution of Physics," b>
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S. A. McMillan et al to T. J. McMillan, 2i!5 acres in the John Bradley survey, abstract-45; $10. John
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Ih.block 7, Angleton; 510. R. F.
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abstract 375; $1315. A.
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Members Elect
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To Texas Clty-Ii»vt -«:M"i. m. );S3

m.. 10:53 a. m.. 12:55 .p. m.. 3 o.?
m.. 6:10 p. m.. 9:10 p. m.. 11 p. m.

If—T.IO «. m.. «:20 s. m.. 12:10 p
^2:30 Pj m.. 4:10 p. e.. 7:30 p. m..

To_ Beaumont—Unvt G&lveaton 6-40 •.
:10 a. n.. 3:to p. m., 8ilS p. m.
11 &. m., l p. m., ft p m in
Station—Jean Limts Hotel. '
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BOLIVAR FERRT.
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